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Friday there was a break in the clouds and Saturday and /sunday were days of glorious 
fall weather.  
 
The Bas Cobanli race was instigated to remind current members racing that it is all 
possible because of the efforts of the founding members who loved to build  and race 
their own boats among other things. There are still some with us as club members. 
(Very well said, Tony) 
 
This year the course was decided by grand masters of sailing boats who decided to 
incorporate as many marks as possible out in Captain’s Passage: the venue for most of 
our racing  
 

CAPTION CONTEST.  
 
What is Ole saying to the other 
two Skipper’s aboard? 



Bob and Ray on Oasis decided on this course. Start, Martins Mark, U62, Return to 
Martins Mark, back out to Horda Shoals, over to Batt Rock and home, calculated as a 
time limit finish of 16.30.  
 
However the wind Gods were in a frivolous mood and playing hide and seek on the race 
course with other ideas.   
 
The forecast for Trincomali had a couple of hours at midday with no wind. Swanson 
Channel showed no bare patches, but lots of periods of 3-5 knots and maybe a gust to 
seven. Ganges harbour something in between. Wind direction from the North.  
 
Six skippers plus crew assembled hoping for the last chance to add to their summer tan 
as we assembled on the dock for the skippers meeting at 0945. Temperatures were a 
cool 3-8 degrees in the morning as we cleared our decks of a hoar frost from the 
overnight freeze. As the day warmed everything brightened and it even became a bit 
crispy at times.  
 
Radiant Heat was single handed and chose a modest sail plan of the 135 genoa while 
rigging the spinnaker if there was a suitable leg to take advantage of it.  
 
Shingebiss, Oasis, firefly, Slippery when Wet and Skeena Cloud made up the balance 
of the fleet.  
 
On the water at 1010 there was a little breeze from the North to NNE that came and 
went as we circled around wondering if the holes in the harbour would expand or 
decrease by the time we reached them.  
 
It seemed most boats would accumulate at the port end and with 5 minutes to start were 
angled obliquely to the line approaching on Starboard while having circled at the 
starboard end RH sidled down the line on port tack . There was room the wind was light 
and the last two minutes were spent wondering if I would have to duck Skeena Cloud 
approaching. However the wind still soft allowed RH to harden for the line at 0 minutes 



while Skeena Cloud flipped over to Starboard tack. The tack slowed her down, and 
accelerating from 1.5 knots to 1.75, we headed past the 28.5 Hunter into the lead, 
briefly, to execute a good start.  
 
Having light airs that varies from 1-3 knots depending on time and place one wonders at 
the use of a spinnaker. Soon most boats were flying spinnakers with varying degrees of 
success. Oasis was slow to get going as she struggled on the right side in not enough 
air to deploy the asymmetric. Shingebiss moseyed forward into the front and 
vying with  Firefly for the lead on the left side. They were tracked now and closely 
followed by Slippery when Wet, an Etchell, a race boat designed in 1966 and manned 
by three seasoned sailors. 

 
 
It was 30 minutes or more before we were close to sisters and 45 minutes to pass 
Second Sisters for Martin’s Mark. On the way down the harbour many timed the wind 
went to the NW and RH, sticking to the plan, sailed NFS down the middle of the 
harbour. When the wind went Northerly we could get wind in the genoa DDW and we 
relied on the loose main . Remarkably, RH was close in touch with the lead boats when 
the wind went Southerly . RH made the adjustment and close hauled as close to the 
wind as she could. Others furled spinnakers and made the change . Oasis found some 
wind and approached.  
 
Skeena cloud had stayed back and struggled with a spinnaker change into the new 
breezes for the new direction but with the same light wind velocity.  
 
We were bunched together rounding Second Sister lead by Shingebiss and Firefly. Just 
4-5 boat lengths back were Slippery When Wet  and RH abeam of one another at one 
point but RH ahead by a boat length as water depth of 15 feet was called out. They 
were shortly followed by Oasis. The hunt was on for Martins mark. Firefly tried a 
spinnaker but the wind was easterly more and foiled Firefly's deployment. There was a 



3/4 knot flood which at low boat speed meant 30 degrees of leeway sometimes. 
Shingebiss hardened up as did RH but the other three fell off. It took a while to find we 
(Shingebiss and RH) were headed for the wrong stick, a crab pot marker,  before 
locating the real mark, but nothing was lost as we fell off a little and with current assist 
the boat speed was close to 3 knots.  
 
At this point approaching the mark the three were further back and RH closed the gap 
on Shingebiss about 5 boat lengths away from Martins mark. I enquired if RH had an 
overlap and was politely told no " I don't think you do" so decided that it may not occur 
before the three boat lengths expired, ducked in behind 3 feet from their stern. Prepared 
to have to go outside shingebiss. I was happy to see there was a space inside as 
Shingebiss rounded and RH took a position to windward of Shingebiss.  
 
Meanwhile Oasis announced a shortened course to U sixty two and home.  
 
The wind was back to the South and sometimes to 5-6 knots and it was a beat to the 
next mark. The current was still flooding . Shingebiss was extending a lead again and 
we followed to the east side of Welbury reef. Slippery when Wet was a little further back 
as was Oasis. Firefly retired. 
 
As we moved out into Captains Passage Slippery when Wet made gains and 
challenged Shingebiss. RH was close. Then deciding to fall off a little Radiant Heat 
headed for what looked like stronger wind. The minute she did so, the wind dropped 
and the current increased. Suddenly we were 150 yards in arrears. But then they too 
found less wind. Oasis over to our right likewise struggled.  
 
We were all stalled for quite some time. Wondering what to do next I tacked the boat 
and found that the wind vanes were deceiving me as the masthead wind was different 
than wind closer to the water. A glance at the tide chart told me the current should 
lessen soon and indeed it had . With my own private wind I headed straight for the mark 
without leeway. Slippery when Wet watched me pass by 100 yard away. Shingebiss 
caught a breeze and approached the mark and rounded headed for home. The wind 
had switched to the west and for the last bit to the mark was dead down wind but still we 
moved and rounded 7 minutes after Shingebiss. I think it was here that Slippery when 
Wet retired as the next boat around was Oasis about 4 minutes later. 
 
I am remiss for not mentioning Evangeline . I apologize as she did not enter my 
consciousness until now as we saw her having rounded Martins Mark and heading 
along the Scott point shore and further back yet was Skeena Cloud.  
 
There was good wind but half way home near the anchored freighter it died and there 
was Shingebiss waiting for us as we tacked on the wind line and gained a little 
advantage. The wind was still west, what there was of it, and we had a choice of tacks 
out to the Price road shore with little wind or the other tack towards the eastern 
approaches to Ganges harbour. We took the latter. For a minute, we thought we may 
gain a lead on Shingebiss but she was further South and headed to pass second 



Sisters while we had to tack twice to get there. She was 150yards ahead or 5 minutes ! 
Oasis had also suffered from glassy seas and not gained at all.  
 
Just as I reached Second Sisters light to take a short course time I decided it looked like 
the whimper should be raised. In the middle of the sail change Skeena Cloud motored 
by, having also retired. 
 
There was not enough wind even for the whimper which is a mini sail made of spinnaker 
cloth and a 60% yankee jib cut.  
 
Suddenly the wind filled in from the North west at 4-5 knots and I had to change sails 
again. I got the genoa set but the whimper was tangled up and the 5 minutes taken to 
get it set right and stowed was 5 minute of lost time. Shingebiss was halfway down the 
harbour and Oasis appeared around Second Sister to be hard on my tail. 
It was a brisk beat back to the finish at boat speeds over 5 knots at times.  
 
It was a good workout for me and a reminder as to how nice it is to have a good crew. I 
think Oasis was three minutes or so back, Shingebiss perhaps 10 ahead.  
Congratulations to Gyle on sailing a good tactical race and getting line honours. 
 
(And no small amount of congratulations should be directed at the author for doing so 
well single handed, under white sails, on such a challenging day! – FCR) 
 
 


